Caroline Fallon Yes Erin Chapman smile emoticon
1. Whats your favourite book would you recommend for people to read?
2. If you can guest star on any TV show which one would it be? (or several)
3. Can you share with us an ordinary day on a Buffy/Angel set? especially preparing for a fight scene? did
you have an opportunity to do your own stunts? (especially with the fight with Darla, Dru and Angel) kiki
emoticon

	
  
Allen:	
  	
  

Aside from having some amazing porcelain skin,what made you relate to the Vampire Drusilla and now this
continued interest in vampires?

	
  

I loved her mother,Barbara Bain in Mission Impossible and SciFi series Space 1999. She looks much like
mum. Did your mother Barbara's career have any influence on your choice of type of characters you
choose? There are some similarities of personas.

	
  
Dea Yount-Schofield I'd love to ask how she'd describe what it is about the vampire genre that keeps her
loving it as much as we do--what compelled her to be a part of this project.

	
  

Bill Laye Do you see yourself in another vampiress role anytime soon.
Jack Kramme Since Buffy was and still is such an iconic role, were you ever concerned about type casting
or that you would only be considered for horror/dark related roles? "And if so, what did you do to try to
combat/lessen it?"

Cody Baggett What was it like to make out with giles?
Sami Koivisto What was the easiest/hardest thing about playing Drusilla?

Paul Wakefield Even though Drusilla had a great time running amok alongside Spike and Angelus, is there
one Vampire she would have loved to have been on the arm of outside of the Buffy realm?
Robyn Sharpe I'd like to know, how she got started, and knew she had something.
Howard Jordan another question would be, Why use crowd funding instead of perhaps traditional project
financing?
Howard Jordan I would imagine the idea would be to promote the documentary, so ask her what made her
decide to do it.

Eric Adams Now I've recovered from that amazing visual of what looks like a potential Lego version of
Spike and Dru... smile emoticon
(1) Juliet, you've spent time in the worlds of both 'Buffy' and 'Doctor Who'. Part of what makes Drusilla so
compelling is that she has both compassionate and dark sides to her nature... If Dru was sent back in time to
1860, do you feel she'd intervene and stop her human self being mentally tormented and turned by Angelus?
(2) You're notorious for doing as much in-depth research as you can in preparation for playing a character.
What's the most unexpected thing you've learned while doing so?
(3) Have you ever had a supernatural or UFO-related experience of your own?
(4) If you were given the opportunity to portray Drusilla meeting one of your other characters from screen or
stage, who would that character be and why?

Brian McKinley What do you think was your best Buffy/Angel episode?
Willow D. Everett is buffy coming back? what is your favorite Vampire Movie/Novel? If you could be a "real
vampire" would you be?
Amy Whedonite Hey Juliet Landau! I'd like to know some of your favorite things:
•Fav Music? (genre, band, album, artist)
•Fav TV shows
•Fav Films
Also, is there a #Buffy #ANGEL character and/or actor that you didn't have a scene with that you wish you
did? Or more scenes with?
Thx, Juliet! ~Amy
Jack Kramme If you could have added or altered anything to Dru's story throughout Buffy and Angel what
would you have done?
JorgeAnne Bob Weaver Juliet which episode via Buffy or Angel was your favorite to be "Drusilla" in?
Phoenix Ravyn-wolf Thank you so much for not just drusilla but every other character you have been your
a fantastic actress xxxxx
1.What was your favorite part about drusilla's character?
2.If you could go back and choose any character from buffy who would you have played?
3.Will there ever be a spin off about drusilla's life leading up to meeting spike and angelus?

Jane JJ Baxter have you come across anyone who claimed to be a real Vampire? Xxx
Jane JJ Baxter Do you share any similar traits with your character Drusilla? Xxx
Jane JJ Baxter Do you miss working on Buffy The Vampire Slayer, with such an incredible cast? xxx
Jane JJ Baxter What is your new documentary about? And what projects have you worked on since Buffy?
xx
Jane JJ Baxter What was it like working with David Boreanaz and James Masters? xxx

Jess	
  Peacock:	
  Here's my question: Buffy often gets the credit for being the feminist warrior icon within the
Whedonverse, and for good reason. However, Drusilla was just as strong, if not more so, than Buffy.
Granted, it was for the sake of evil, but legitimate just the same. Did you intend to play her as such, as sort
of this feminist doppelgänger to Buffy? And if not, do you consider it a legitimate perspective in hindsight?

	
  
Dina	
  Anderson:	
  ok how bout any plans for new vampire movies coming up any time soon ?
	
  
Chris	
  Denmead:	
  Will she just be focusing on the more well known Vampire films or is she going
to cover things like Kiss of the Dammned and Byzantium
Kevin A. Ranson: "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" established humans who are turned into vampires lose their
souls (making them evil), but Angel was cursed with his soul given back and Spike sought his out. If Drusilla
would have abruptly found her soul returned to her while still a vampire, what do you imagine she would
have done? Seek to make amends, destroy herself, become a champion like Angel, or something else
entirely?
Steph McCabe: What was one of her favorite/most memorable scenes in Buffy?

	
  

KC Loesener
Juliet with your body of work which includes voice overs for animations, horror, drama and Sci fi etc. Have
you ever felt that your success with Buffy ever type-casted you as an actress? If not how did you try to
remain versatile with your acting ?
You have a movie coming out in 2016 called Citizens where you play a character called Zoe. Can you tell us
a little bit about that? What did you like most about the production or what attracted you to the initial script ?
With your parents being famous actors do you think that offered you an advantage or hinderance as it
pertained to you acquiring or advancing in your acting career?
Besides your love of the arts and film, you were once a ballet dancer like you mother. What made you
choose acting instead of continuing with dance ?

	
  
Andy Boylan	
  

How about: What differences really strike you between hosting a documentary and acting?
What are your favourite memories about playing Drusilla?
How do you feel about someone else playing Drusilla in the proposed Buffy movie?
You were plagued by a vampire in the Yellow Wallpaper, how was it to play the victim rather than
the Vampire?
Do you have any favourite vampire stories that came to light when filming A Place Among the
undead?
What were the challenges in getting into the Drusilla character?

	
  
Damien	
  Ferguson	
  
What are youe thoughts over the current group of folks who feel they need blood and how it might relate to
vampires of myth or if its just a word that they use?

	
  
	
  
Andy	
  Bove:	
  Will the documentary feature what is considered modern day vampires or more of an up to
date look at the current state of the vampire in media?

	
  
Marita	
  Crandle	
  Was there anything that she found in doing her research for the documentary, that was
disturbing - not the fictional tone of the show?

	
  

How does she feel about all the vampire hype, and the sea of vampire themed shows that continue to hit the
market? They were the only show T.V. show at the time I believe that was vampire related. Does she feel
like they started the craze, or does she feel more like if they would have been a little later, the show might
have gone even further?

	
  

If she met a real vampire - would she?

Staci Chastain: How do you feel about the current state of vampires in modern society? Specifically the
romanticism and beautification of creatures who were once seen as literal living corpses? Is there a link
between our sterilization and lack of exposure to death?

Alexia:	
  Not really.. You could ask her if she's heard of sangs and if so what is her opinion?
Perhaps word it like we're a minority with an undiagnosed med condition and ask her if she would support
medical research into the condition

	
  
	
  

